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ABSTRACT
In the present wor1l. the estimation of dynamic parameters and the trajectory
control 01 a two link planar manipulator is ca rried out. The derivation of system
equa tions involve the kinematic parameters such as joi nt positi ons. veloc ities Wld
accelerations. For both thedynamic parameterestimation and the trajectorycontrol
an Artificial Neural Nc-tworks method called. Unaar Programming (l PI-Neuro
Method. i 'i used. In th is algori thm, the weights are obt ained by a comb ination of
linear programming having a sparse coeHicienl matrix and a single variable non-
linear optimization routine.
The tra ining se t values required for parame ter es timation are gen erated by
the Iterative Newton-Euler Dynamics Algorithm. The Art ificial Neural Network is
trained 10 prediC1 lhe dynamic parameters. The values of the forces and torques
are recomputed based on the estimated dynamic parameters . This method is
useful for the on line parameter estimation of the manipulators naving odd mass
distribution, which is the case in actual practice.
For the control problem non-linear optimization method is used to evaluate
the gain parameters required for the manipulator to follow the desired trajectory.
Then the Une ar Programming (l P)·Ne uro M~thod Is used to obtain the weight
matrix which rerates the Input (Joint positions and velocitIes) and the output (gain
parameters) . This weight matri x, for each point along the trajecto ry, can be used
on-line to evaluate the gain parameters thereby eliminating the lime consuming
calculationsat each point along the trajectory. Finally, the effect of the variation 01
the maximumtangential velocity and generalcontrol law are studied.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In the recent years the robot; have found an ever increasing use in the field
of industrial automation. Industrial robots are already assum ing many hazard ous,
unpleasant or monotonous tasks , while simultaneously improving the productivity
of factories in the industrialized wor ld. Robots potentially fin d applica tions in the
hazardous or inaccessible environments, such as, nuclear reactors, furnace
operations, mines, deepseaandouterspace. Fig. 1.1 showsthe UnimalionPUMA
500 (Programm able Universal Manipulator for Assembly) in operation and Fig. 1.2
shows the rigid body model of the 6 Degree-ot-Freedom (OOF) PUMA-S6D
manipulator. The study of mechanics and control of manipulators is not a new
science, but merelya collection of topics taken fromclassicalfields. Controltheory
providestools for designing andevaluating algorithms to realizedesiredmotions
or force application.
Althoughcomputersoutperformboth biological andartificial neural systems
for tasksbasedon precise and fast arilhmelic operations, artificial neuralsystems
represent the promising new generation of informationprocessing networks.
Advances havebeen made in applyingsuch systems forproblemsfound
Fig .1 .1 THE UNIMATION PUMA 500 IN OPERATION
(Spong and V1dyasagar, 1989]
Flg.l .2 THE PUMA·560 MANIPULATOR
intractable or difficult for traditional computation. Since, the area of robotics
requires numerous and com plicated on-line calculations 50, Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) find an immediate application in this area.
1.2 LITERATURESURVEY
1.2.1 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
The useof Artificial Neural Networks has increased tremendously In recent
years because of the availability of faster and parallel processors and the basic
learning algorithms (Grossberg, 1982; Hopfield, 1982; Rumelhart and McClelland,
1986; Kohonen, 1988). Neural network can learn mapping between the input and
output space and synthesize an assoc iative memory that retrieves the appropriate
output when presented with an input , and has the ability to generalize with new
inputs , ANNs are being used to accomplish complex functions such as
generalizat ion, error correction, info rmation reconstruction, pattern analysis and
learning. Because of their massively parallel nature, neural networks can perform
computations at very high speeds (Fukuda and Shibata, 1992).
Neural networks have also been used to successlully solve complex
problems like the Travelling Salesman problem. It has been observed that neural
networks have often been opportunistic, i.e. the network model is customized to
serve the needs of the task at hand (Kulkarni, 1991). They represent a new
approach that is robust and fault-tole rant.
Neural networks require basic algorithms lor accomplishing the learning
task. Several algorithms are funct ional at present. One such algorithm which is
widely used is backpropagalion (BP) algorithm. In backpropagation algorithm,
during the leam ing phase, the observed outputs are compared wi th the desired
outputs , and the weights are optimized 10 minimize Ihe error function. In
competitivelearning, the weights are updatedwith each new input (Aumelhart and
McClelland, t 986). Bannann and Biegler-Kong (1992) discuss efficient learning
algorithms lor neural networks.
Neural networks can perform functional approximations that are beyond the
scope of optimal linear techniques . Gulatl et al., (1990) have lntrccsced naural
formalism to efficientry leam non-linear mapping using a mathemat ical construct
caned terminal anractcrs.
Neural networks have been found useful in the field of robotics In the recent
times. Forward and inverse disp lacement analyses 01robotic manipulators have
been done byNyugan at al. (1990) and Gulall et al., (1990). Neural networks seem
10 be a promising approach to so lve non-linear cont rol problems as well (TabslY
and Salaun, 1992). Some other interesting applications in the control of robotic
manipulat ors can be seen In Fukuda at al., 1991; and Akio et al., 1992.
1.2.2 ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS
The kinematic paramete r identification techniques were reviewed by
Hollerbach (1989). Many researchers (Ma"edn at at 1984; Khosla and Kandate
1985; Kawasaki and Nishimura 1986; An at. al. 1986; Atkanson et. al. 1986] have
worked toestimatethe dynam ic param eters. T hemethod 01calculation of thebase
Inertia l parameters of closed-loop robots through symbo lic com putation s is given
by Kh alil and Bennis (1995). A metho d of es timating the mass properties of a
manipulator by measuringthe reaction moments at the basehas been discussed
by Dub owsky andChe ah (19 89). The se estimates a re not acc urate e nough for
dynamic control. A m ethod of generati ng the variable forgetting lactor for on-line
parameter es timation, hasbeen studied byWe ipingLi andStotlne (19 88). These
estimates are applica ble to lin earlypa rameterizedmodels only . Oneo f the ways
of ascertaini ng these (thedynam ic parameters) would be byusin g Art i fi'~ial Neu ral
Netwo rks (ANN). Th e application of Neural Networks lor the identificat ion a nd
cont rol of low order nonlinea r dynamica l systems is studied by Narendra and
Parthasarathy (1990 ). In the present investigation, an ANN method is used to
estima te the dynamic parameters and is discussed in detail in Chapter 2 of th is
thesis . Thiswould be usinga fasteralgorithm developed byBa lasubramanlan and
Sharan (1993).
1.2.3 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK CONTROL IN ROBOTICS
There has been recant trenet within the robotics contro l literature to ap ply
neura l networks for the contro l of robo tic systems. In many app lications reported
in the literatu re (Gu and Chan , 1969; Fukuda and Sh Ibata, 1990; He lferty a nd
Biswas, 199 0; Jamshidi et at , 1990; Karakasoglu and Sundaresha n, 1990:
Yama mura a t al.,1990) the p rocess of neura l network learning is conducted on-
line (La . the dynamics 01the neural network is embedded In th e closed -loop with
the dynam ics of the robot ic system ), yet there appe ars to be lac k of studies
foc us sing on thedynamic beh avior of the neural network during lea rning and'or
con trol when the ne ural network is use d in such conten.
Kaw ato (199 0) used feedback error leaming 10 compute the feedforward
lorq ues req uired for a manipulato r 10 fo llow a path. The neural network
imp lemented in this method uses the desi red joi nt positio ns. ve locities and
acce lerations as inp uts and adjusts the nefwor1(weigh ts using th e feedback to rque
as the erro r signal to a backpropagallon pa ramete r optimiz ing algo rithm. Yuh
(1992) also used a neural n etwork for manipulator control. He used a "c ritic'
equation , which is a function c,f the m anipula tor outp ut error, to train th e netw ork
to d irectly compute the mar.ipu lalor Input torques,
Asada (1990) useda m ultilayered leed forward network to leam a non-linear
map ping for complianc e con t rol. From the measured forees and to rques in an
asse mbly task he used the network 10compote the require d veloc ities, wh ich
wou ld allow the assembly task 10 be completed, Ozaki at al, (t991) presents the
meth od 01trajectory cootrolo f rcbotc rna ncuratcrsusin g anon linear compensa tor,
The adaptive capabi l ity of neurat ne MO "" co ntroller to compensate unst ruc1ured
unce rtainties is discussed. A method 01 uSIng twone ural networks for the cont rol
of a robotic arm is suggested by Snonam et al. (1992), Th e neura l network
weights whic h areus uallychosen arbItrari ly have been determined In a systemat ic
way b ased o n a geometric jnte rprerancn ol tha neuron function . Balasubraman ian
(1993 ) used ANN over a limited range cttrarectory cont rol,
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS
We have seen in the tast few sections tha t the neural networks are quite
vers atile tools to solve p roblems in a wide variety of areas. With th is in mind. II
was thought to apply this 1001 to solve problems In the areas of parameter
est imation and control of robol ic m anipulat ors. Also. based on the review o f the
literature , the fo llowing are the objec tives of this thesis:
1. The identification of thedyn amic parameters 01 robotic manipulators.
2 . The optimal control of the robotic manipulators using the Hookes and
JeevesDirectSearchnon-linearoptimization method overa practical range
of a trajectory.
3 . Use of ANNmethod for the trajecto ry control over a practical range.
4 . Study the effect o f the variatio n of the maximumtangential velocity over a
trajectory on the controllability (error) of a manipulator.
5 . St udy the general conlrol law in the trajectory control.
In Chapter 2 the inverse kine matic relations hip is established between the
Cartesian and joi nt displacement, ve locity and acce leration valueson off-Une basis
w hich reduces o n·linecompu tation time. The ANN metho d, linear programm ing ·
neurn (LPN) method, is discussed in this chapte r. This method is a non-linea r
m ethod where most, but not all , 01 the computallons are done using linear
pro gramm ing. T his met hod is fast converging as compa red to many other
m ethods. In this chapter the generation of Inertia Matrix [I] for an irre gular shaped
link is discussed. Finally, in this chapter the results of estimation of dynamic
parameters are reported.
In Chapter 3 the various control issues for a two link planar manipulator are
studied. Here the optimal control method (non-Hnear optimization) and linear
programming - neuro (LPN) method is used in the on-line robotic control. The
effect of variation of the maximum velocity over a trajectory and general control
law are also included in this chapter.
Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented in
Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 2
ESTIMATION OF DYNAMIC PARAMETERS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A manipulator consisting of concatenated rigid links has highly non-linear
dynamics. The joint torques are related to the joint angles. velocities and
accelerations by a set of non-linear equations involving various constant
parameters such as link lengths, masses, inertias and so on, These parameters
are separated into two groups: the kinematic parameters, and the dynamic
parameters. Thekinematicparameters donotincludeanyphysical quantities such
as mass or inertia, while the dynamicparameters Include them. To control the
robotic mechanisms it is required 10know bolh groups of parameters.
In actual pract ice the mass distribution along any link is quite complex due
to the various hydraulic drives or other accesso ries attached to these links. The
theoretical values (dynamic parameters) are not accurately known as a result 01
this. Therefore, for precision contro l one has to incorporate these quanti ties in the
model.
In this chapter, at first. the unknown dynamic parameters are identified
using ANN method. The network is trained by conside ring the forces and torques
acting on links as input parameters and position 01the centre of gravity of the links
10
as well as the various moments of inertias as the output parameters. Then, the




Fig. 2.1 shows a planar two-link manipulator having revolute Joints. In this
figure, (Xo' Yo) represents the global coordinate system and (XI' YI) represent the
local coordinate frame of link 'i' (i = 1,2). The joint variables are given by el•
In this figure the position of the end effector Is represented by the
coordinates X and Y. The inverse solullon at this point can be carried out by the
use of following equations, in sequence:
= sin6z: we start with
(2.1)
(2.2)
From this, we get 62 as
(2.3)
II we have two intennediale variables k1 and k2 as
11




then we can obta in
(2.6)
The above inverse kinematic equations can be written in vector form as
(2.7)
where I,. 12 are the lengths of link 1 and 2 respectively.
Differentiating Eq. (2.7) with respect to time, we gel
(2.8)
Finally, the equations for the accelerationof the end-effector can be expressed in




2.3.1 GENERATION OF INERTIA [1] - MATRIX
As discussed in the introduction, the inertia matrices of the robotic
man ipulators are not known in most practica l situations . In actua l control of robotic
manipulators one has 10 compute forces and torques which can be calculated
using the Iterative Newton-Eu ler Dynamics Algorithm shown in Table 2.1. As one
can see in this table, one needs to precisely know the numerical values of the
matrices ( 11shown in Sleps 6·8 in order to calculate the joint forces and torques.
Fig. 2.2 shows a link of regular geometry whose inertia matrices, in the
frame c( ) are given by [Rothbart, 1973]
' [ I ] ·
This matr ix in frame ...{ ) will be given by [Craig, 1994]
(2.10)
11] • 11) - m ['(P,}' '(p,)II' ] - ' (P,}' (P,}'] (2.11)
where "{Pc} "" {x". y~, z,t locates the centre of mass relative to ~{ } and l(] Is the
3 x 3 identity matrix.
In this figure we also have a frame 9( } which is obtained by rotating the
frame ~{ } about X" by an angle 1, then about Y" by an angle ~ and finally about
Z~ by an angle Ct. Hence , the transfonn ation matrix, [e,l, relatin g the frames "{ }
14
TABLE 2.1 THE ITERATIV E NEWTON·EULER DYNAMICS ALGORITHM
[CRAIG , 1994)
FORWARD RECURSION
Step 1: fro}, '" [RJJ {ro},., {z} 8 ,
Step 2: {a}I " [RJ; {a},., {z} a, .. (RjJ {ro}1x {z} 0,
Step 3: {a)1 '" tRJJ ({a} ,_1 ... {a}/-l x {P)I_' ... {roll-! x (p}/-l)
... (z) a, ... 2 x [RJ; fro}"~ x {z} 9/
Step 4: {aIel '" {a}, ... {a} , x (5), ... fro}, x fro}, x Is},
Step 5: {F}, . m j {a}eI
Slep 6: {N},' [~, {a}, • (oo), x ([~ , (oo),)
BACK WARD RECURSIO N
Step 7: {~" (F) , • [RI,., {~,.,
Step 8: (n),' {RI,., {n),., • (N), .( s), x (F), • {PI, x {[RI,., (~,.,)
Step 9: 't j .. (z) {nIT .. n il
15
Fig. 2.2 A LINK WITH REGULAR MASS DISTRIBUT ION
16
and s{ } can be written as
:( C,I ' :[R... ly,~ ,a) J = [R,(a)! [ R, I~) ! IR,ln!
.f
t
:: ~s: ~] [c: ~ 5:] r~ :y _:y]
o 0 1 -5 ~ 0 c~ l~ 5y c y (2.12)
" [ca c~ ca s~sy-sacy cas~cy.sasy]
sac13 sa s13s1"cacy sasl!CY-ca sy
· sp CPSl clky
which can be used 10 transform a vector In I{ } space into A{ } space.
To obtain the inertia matrix in frame Sf }one has to use the equation [D'Souza and
Garg, 1988 ; Greenwood, 19701
' [ I) " [C, I' ' (I ) [C, ) (2.13)
Applying the same transforma tion malnll . (C.I. to the position vector of the centroid
of the link we get
~Pc ' • [C.J' ' (Pc) (2.14)
For this link the Inert ia matnx III In both c{ ) and A{ } frames will be a
diagonal matri x. On the othe r hand. on 1M 8{ I lrame it will be a symmetric but full
matrix (all elements non-zero). A comptell mass distribution of the robotic links
would also have its Inertia metnx. a lull ".,alnll as expressed in 8[1]. Fig. 2.3 shows
IhtJ III } frame and irregular mass dlsl nbuhon of a link. Thus , if the matrix 8{1} Is
known then one can compute lorees .l nd torques from Table 2.1.
17




2.4.1 THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING · NEURO (LPN) METHOD
Before describing the details of the paramete r identification by using ANN
methods, let us discussbriefly one such methodcalledthe LP-Neuro method(LPN
method). The basicdetails about the Artificial NeuralNetworks can be seen in any
standard text such as [Hertz at al., 1991; Zurada , 1992J. This, the LPN method,
is a non-linear method where most, but nolall, of the computations are done using
linearprogramming. This method utilizesthe fasterconvergencepropertyof linear
programming which results In bettererrorminimization.
The LPN method is diagrammatically explained in Fig. 2.4. Here the weight
matrix (WJ which relates {IJ .'lrtj {H} is given by [Balasubramanian and Sharan,
1993J
h, w" w" ••. W,k
( H) . h, w" w"
... W2k
h, w" wI' .. W.
(2.15)
The act ivation function used in this case Is
(2.16)
In Eq. (2.16), eachvariable hJ has a correspondingscalar m, and a constant oJ'





















.. . . . . ..1
Flg.2.4 DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATIONOF THE NETWORK
(Lp·NEUROMETHOD)
20
{OJ • 1M) [W ] {I) - IC) (2.17)
where,
{M) is the diagonal slope matrix. which has scalar "\ as its diagonal elements, and
(e l is the intercept vector.
A similar activalion function for the desired output sido (shown by the box
on the extreme right in Fig. 2.4) can be written as
IS ) - [NJlD) • (G) (2.18)
where (N] is a diagonal matrix. The matrices [N] and {G} are analogous 10 [M] and
{el in Eq. (2.17). One of the ways 10 obtain the set of weight matrices with
minimum error would be by writing a cost functlon E, in the following form:
Minimiz. E, = [NIlD] + IG) - (M)[WJ{I) • {C)
subject 10
[M)[WJ(J)+ IC) : [NIlD) + {Gl
or in the scalar fonn, it can be rewritten as
Minimize E, :: n,d, + ":ld2 + .., + f\~ - m,{wlIl, +w,*+ •.. + wu.iJ• rn2(w211,
+ wni2 + ...• W2lo~} ~ .. . ~~{W.l il + W~2 + ... + w..\ } + 9, + 9 2 +..• + 91• C, -
e, - ...- ~
subjecllO
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where dj are the elements of the desired output vector and w,..are the we ights . The
weights wI<can be expressed in a single dimensio nal array or a vector as
(2.19)
The weights W1_. l1and Q1 when replaced by two positive numbers (in the linear
prog ramming, the variables are required to have non-negative values only) can be
written as
WI "' Y, · v .•
c; == Yo - V,.. ' and
i == 1,2,..•
After these substitut ions , one arnves at
I : 1.3.... (2.20)
Minimize EI == n.d, + Oz~ + nd . m.II.V, - i,vz + izv, - Izv. + ..) - mz(i,vzo.. ,
- I,v2II•2 + .•. ) - m3(i.v , / l - ml( n.+ \,v21<" • \.v~ + V,II -
VOl + ... - vel + Va •
subject to
[AllV) = to}
where the coefficie nt matrix [A] is gIven ty
(2.21)
I:
-mJ, - 111,10 -m,1" 1 -I · 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 _ 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0]
o 000 0 0 00 Owy,-mJ.,- m,J" ........ ' ·,-1 1- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, • • • •• ' •• •• • . .• • ' ••• , • •• I. I
o 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 _ "\ ....... - m., ""'"'\ I . , - I 1
(2.21.)
Here, the coefficient matrix (AI. is a sparse matrix. In the above equation, ~ are
the desired values and ~ are the input values; VI_ vel and vQl are the unknown
variables and so are rnj and oJ' The problem shown in Eq. (2.21) is non-linear
because of the occurre nce of product terms such as m.v, ... etc . However, if th is
problem is combined with another multi-variabl e optim ization problem containing
all ffi l only, then the problem involving the rem aining variables can be solved by
the linear programming method. Since. the number o f variables far exceeds the
number 01 constraints , it would be better to solve for n; using non-linea r
optimizat ion and the rema ining variables whic h include weights. by linear method .
This method clearly diff ers from others because, for the majority of the variable s
(other than "\>' the linea r method yields faste r convergence as compared 10 a
totally non- linear method . The other details can be seen in [Balasubramanian .
' 994).
2.4.2 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN ) IN PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In the Artificial Neural Network method one obtains the weight matrix [W]
mentioned in Eq. (2.15) by considering diffe rent set of vectors {H}, and [I}I and by
carrying out various calculations as given by Eq. (2.2 1). One must remember that
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the weights are expressed as the difference of two positive variables VI and Viol in
Eq. (2.20). The tra ining of the neural netw ork can be ca rried out by observing
Table 2.2 where the parameters to be identified are shown as the output vecto r.
To train the network, one can generate an irregular link inertia va lues from a
regular link values using Eq. (2.13). It should be pointed out here that for different
number of training sets. I, lor example if i = 3, Eq. (2.21) can be expressed as
[Sharan and Aggarwal, 1994}
(D}, [A],
(D), • [Ak Iv) (2.22)
n x t
(D), [A!,
3m x 1 3m x n
For exampte, here the dimension of the vector {Oh is m x 1, the matr ix {All is m
x n and the vecto r {V}is n x 1. If we vary c, ~ , y in certain sequential manner we
would obtain diffe rent sets of inertia matrices in B{} space. For each of those sets,
for a given set o f displacement, velocity and acce leration values of the end
effector, one can compute the forces and to rques for that particular position of the
end effector. II should be clarified here that these forc es or torques are
corresponding to a given point of the traversing end effecto r at a given position,
Therefore, the forces or torques are the dynamic va lues at a given point on the
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TABLE 2.2 INPUT VECTOR, OUTPUT VECTOR AN D WEIGHT MATRIX
USED FOR TRAININ G
t "
t ••
W,., W l.2 W,. W',12
W2.1 W" W.. WZ-12
W" W,. W,. - W 3,12
W,.. , W'U W,'" .. W, ,, 'Z
t . ,
Here. the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the link number
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trajectory.
By varying c , ]3,yone can generate the output vector shown in Table 2.2.
whereas the input vector in this table can be calculated using Table 2.1 (for a
given set of displaceme nt, velocity and acceleration va lues). These vectors are
then used to obtain the weights Le. {W] matrix shown in Eq. (2.17). These weights
can be used to identify the output vector of a manipulato r whose dynamic
quantities are unknown by measuring the forces and torques and using Table 2.2 .
It must be cautioned here that the kinematic parameters i.e. link lengths. velocity ,
acceleration, position, etc . must remain the same for both the know nand unknown
manipulators, otherwise the training has to be done diffe rently.
2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To illustrate the theory developed, a two-link man ipulator wasused and the
various parameters for this manipulator are given in Table 2.3. At first , diHerent
values of the Inertia mat rices we regenerated by varying a , ~ and y. Thereafter, th e
LPN method was used to identify the dynamic parameter s. The comparison of th e
values of the dynamic parameters corresponding to one unknown set of values of
a, j3and y and the LPN Method are depicted in Table 2.4. In this figure, the
calculations using the known kinematic and dynamic paramete rs are done and it
includes the determination of [WI matrix. After the training , the input vecto r
mentioned in Table 2.2 for a manipulator whose [I] matrix was not known, was fed
to the ANN. Then, the unknown (output) parameters are predict ed by these
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TABLE 2.3 VARIOUS PARAMETERS USED FOR A TWO-LINK
MANIPULATOR
PROPERTY NAME LINK 1 I LINK 2
LinkLengths(m) 0.3 I 0.2
Mass (kg) 4.0 I 3.0
Height of Link ,b (m) 0.1
Width of Link.c (m) 0.1




TABLE 2.4 COMPARISON OF ESTIMATEO OYNAMIC PARAMETERS
Kinematic Values: X = 0.08 m, Y = 0.08 m. X = 0.6 mis, Y = 0.6 mis, X = 0.4
m2/s, Y= 0.6 mlls
S. No. OYNAMIC UNKNOWN SET LPN METHOO
PARAMETERS a.~. y= 8· VALUES
LINK 1 LINK 2 LIN K 1 LINK 2
1 I." (kg_ml ) 0.011 0.00644 0 .0097 ·2.88
2 I (kg·m2) 0 .121 0.0419 0.095 0.0431
3 1.. (kg-m2) 0.12 0,0416 0 .122 0.042
4 I (kg_m2) 0.0135 0,00436 0 .0156 0.002
5 I (kg-m2) 0 .00215 0.000693 0.000957 0.000671
6 I:. (kg·m2) -0.0178 -0.00573 -0 .0177 ·0.00572
7 Pc, lm) 0.147 0.098 0.146 0.0977
6 Pc . (m) -0. 0178 -0.0118 -0 .0178 ·0.0 116
9 Pc, 1m) 0 .0233 0.0156 0 .0236 0.0 157
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weights, using Table 2.2. Its predicted inertia values were then used for the force
and torque calculations along the trajectory shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, Figs. 2.7
and 2.8 show the various programming details . The results of these calculations
are shown in Figs. 2.9 to 2.14. These results clearly show the usefulness of the
ANN method. It is quite obvious that as the end effector is made to travel along
the trajectory, the erro rs in forces or torques are very small. The maximum error
is less than 2% for aUpoints having significant and comparable torque values. The
only exception was the torque at point 3 for link 2 which was 0.Q15 N-m, and the
error was 0.0041 N-m. In this case the torque itself was negligible .
2.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the problem of the identification of the dynamic parameters
was carried out by using a link of regular geometry and associated inertia values.
The Inertia matrix of this link was then transformed to anothe r set of axes to obtain
a full matrix which a link having complicated mass distribution is normally expected
to have. These matr ices were then used to train an ANN. After the training, the
ANN was used to predict the dynamic parameters of an unknown manipulator. The
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CHAPTER 3
CONTROL OF ROBOTIC MANIPULATORS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Con trolling a robot manipulator along a given tralectory can be divided into
two subtasks. The first one is an inverse kinematic calculation which transforms
the trajectory, usually specified in a Cartesian coordinate, inlo a sequence of
requiredjoint positions. The secondone is the generation of the joint torques from
required joint angles and their derivatives. For the intelligent robots the inverse
kinematic calculations have to be done in real-time which is a lime consuming
computational procedure. Also, any attempt to upgrade the existing industrial
robots controller imposes a much grealer computational load on the control
compute r.
Recently, significant efforts were made in develop ing ANN controllers
capable of controlling robotic manipulators. The ANN can be quite useful in this
respect because the training of the network can be done off -line, in most of the
situations where extensive computat ions can be done on a main- frame or fast
compute rs. Once the training is complete then these networks can enable the
manipulator to perform various tasks on the on-line basis .
In this chapte r the ANN Is successfully used by training the network by
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obtaining the gai n values, namely positio n gain va lues (kp)and ve locity gain values
(1<.,), corresponding to joint displaceme nt (0), joint velocity (6), erro r in joint posi tion
values (e) and error in joint velocity values (e) by using ncn-uneer optimal control
technique on off-line basis first. Then. the training of the network is performed
using an Artificia l Neural Netwo rk Method called the Linear Programming - Neuro
(LPN) Method, which is faster and more accurate as compared to many other
methods. The results obtained are tested on a two link planar man ipulator whose
end effector moves along a circu lar trajectory. Th e study includes the effect of the
variation of the maximum velocity along the trajectory . The effects of the sharp
changes in the velocity profile and the general control law are also included in this
work.
3.2 DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF A PLANAR TWO LINK
MANIPULATOR
When the Newto n-Euler equations are evaluated symbo lically for any
manipulator, they yield the dynam ic equation wh ich can be written in the form
(, ) • [M{a) J {e} • (V{a,a}) • (G(a) } (3,1)
In othe r words, this is the dynamic equa tion writte n in matrix fonn for an n-link
man ipulator. Here, (M(O)J is the n x n inertia matrix of the manipu lator, (V(O,en is
an n x 1 vector containing centrif ugal and coriolis terms and (G(O)} is an n x 1
vecto r hav ing gravity terms . The term (V(8,9)} , appea ring in Eq. (3 .1) has both the
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position and velocity terms . In the case of a simple planar two·link manipulator
shown in Fig. 2.1, the matrices involved are:
Any man ipula tor mass matrix is symmetric and positive defin ite, and is, therefore,
always inve rtible [Craig, 1989). Simi larly , in the vector
. l-mzl l lzs~t:I: - 2mzlll~z919Z} (3.3)
{V(8,8)} .. m1 1 , lzsze~ , an d
the te rm -mzll lzs~IV is cause d by a centnfugaJ force, and is recognized as such
because it depends on the square of the JOlnl veloc ity. The next term, -2mzl,lzsz916z
is due to the Corio/is force and always contains the product of two di fferent joint
velocities. Finally ,
(3.4)
contai ns all those terms in whic h lhe gravItational constan t, 9, appears.
In all of Ihese equations, Eqs. (3 21. (3 3) and (3.4)
These equat ions are derived using the Newton-Euler algorit hm (shown in Table
2.1) based on the followi ng assu mpnoea
1. All mass exis ts as a point mass at the distal end of the link.
2. Inertial tensor written at the center of mass lor each link is the null
matrix.
3. There are no forces acting on the end-effector.
The idea 01Inverse dynamics is to seek a non-linear feedback control law
t • f(9,9), (3.5)
which when substituted In Eq. (3.1), results in a linear closed loop system. It is
quite difficult, if not impossible to find control parameters for general non-linear
systems. Since (M(9)J is invertible, we may solve lor joint acce leration (a) of the
manipulator as
(O) • [M(9)]·' {{,} - (V(9,9)j- IG{9))} (3,6)
We then apply any of the several known numericsllntegration techniques, where
{O} and {a} are expressed in terms of fa} mentioned above, to integrate the
acceleration to compute the future positions and velocities.
3.3 TRAJECTORY CONTROL
3.3.1 INDEPENDENT PO CONTROL
An independent Proportional-Plus-Derivative (PO) Control scheme (classical
control scheme) is used to control the movement of the manipulator. While PO
schemes are adequate In most control applications, there is overshooting l.e. the
end-effector could go beyond the specified position before actually settling down.
Overshooting is quite undesirable, because in order to eliminate overshooting, an
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integrator is used which introduces damping and causes the end-effector to move
slowly through a number of intermediate set points, thus considerably delaying the
completion of the task, and the quality of the displacement etc. The controller
design can thus become more sophisticated on account of the involvement of non-
linear system dynamics. This type of control algorithm is one class of computed-
torque-like controllers.
3.3.2 EVALUATION OF GAIN PARAMETERS
In a PO control scheme , the torque equation Is given by
It} • [K,J {e} • [K.J Ie} (3.7)
where {e} = {6,,(t+1)} - (6.(t)} and
{e} = [a,II'I)}- (a.ll)}
From Fig. 3.1, the following cbservattons can be drawn:
1. The kinematic parameters with the subscript d represent the desired
values on the trajectory. These values are computed based on Table 2.1. The
subscript a refers to the actual values of the kinematic parameters obtained by
solving the control equations which involve the finite difference scheme discussed
in Section 3.3.4.
2. It should be noted that the desired values obtained using Table 2.1 can
be computed In an off-line based trajectory planning. On the other hand, the actual
values and the errors etc., have to be computed on-line. One should try 10






Fig . 3.1 SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DESIRED AND ACTUAL TRAJECTORY
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performed.
3. {Kpl and [K..l are diagonal matrices with diagonal elements consisting 01
position gain k, and velocity gain k, values respectively. Mathematically. they are
written as
[K.J ' [~' ~]
(3.8)
(3.9)
The use of a single value respectively for the entire tralectory lor k, and k..
may not be able 10produce torques to follow the desired traiectory. The traiectory
control can be achieved by evaluating the set of gain parameters for the entire
trajectory using non-linear optimization method (the optimal control method) as
described in the Secticn 3.5 on a point by point basis. This requires the gain
values to be different for each point along the trajectory of the manipulator. The
objective of the optimal control is to minimize the errors in joint positions and joint
velocities between the actual values and the desired values, based on the gain
variables (I<,] and [K..].
3.3.3 HOOKES AND JEEVES NDN· LINEAR OPTIMIZATION METHOD
The gain values are evaluated using non-linear optimizatio n routine that
would minimize 16. (1+1) - ed(t+1)1 and 1'8.(1+1) - ed(I+1)1. [KJ and [K.l are
obtained using the Hookes and Jeeves method (Aao, 1978). The pattem search
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method 01 Hooke and Jeeves is a sequential technique each step 01 which
consists of two kinds 01 moves, one called the exploratory mov e and the Olh~r
called the pattern move. The first kind of move is included to exp(ore the kxal
behaviour of the objective function and the second kind of move is included 10 take
advantage of the pattern direction.
Let us define .
and
lk, .




F((X)) • (O,("' ) - . ,11.1 1)' • (e.(I' l) - e.(I. l )}' (3.11)
The objective funct ion can be mathematically written as
U({X)) • FI{XII • t. P. g~H(g.) (3.12)
where {X} is the design vector, k consua--rs are represented as 9., and H(gJ Is the
Heavyside unit step function de fined so that
H(g,) =1 for g..~ 0 or,
H(g~) =0 for g_< 0 (3.13)
In Eq. (3,12), p~ are large pena lty constants which are posi tive because the
present problem is a minimizat ion problem Next, one needs to solve for the
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minimum of U({X}) l lsing the Hookes and Jeeves method and the step-by-step
procedure for a design vector {X} having n components is mentioned below;
(I) Start with an Initial estimate of the design vector
x,
{X} · : (3.14)
and choose dx l, i = 1,2,....n as step lengths in each of the coordinate directions u"
i = 1,2,,,.,0.
(Ii) Set temporary base point {V~.o} = {X~}
(iii) Start the exploratory move by perturbing one design variable at a lime in order
to find the improved value of the objective function. Set:
{YkJ-1} ... dX,{U,} if V ' .. U({Y~H} .. .1X/fuJ)
< V " U({Y~.H})
if V - " U({Y~.i-I} - .1X,{uJ)
< U .. U({Y~.H})
< U· • U({Y" .,} ''''',(u)1
( Y~J-,l if V .. U({ Y~, '_ I }) < min (V ',V ' )
(3.15)
In this way , all the design variables xn are perturbed and the improved position
{Y~.n} found.
(Iv) If the point {Vl<,n} is not different from {X_l, reduce the step lengths oxl: set I =
1 and go to step (iii). If {Y~.n} is different from {X~} obtain the new base point as
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(3.16)
(v) Find the patte rn directio n {5} using
{S} . {X••,} - IX,}
Find the point {Yh l.o} as
(Y••,.,) • {X,.,} • A IS}
(3.17)
(3.18)
Find 'A.", the optimum step length in the directio n fS) and use r in Eq.(3.18).
(Vi) Set k = k+1t Ull == U({Yllol) and i = 1; repeat step (Iii). If at the end of slep (iii) ,
U({Yk•n} ) < U(X\c) use the new base point as {X II• I } = {VII,"} and go to step (v). If
U({YIl,n}) >= U( X'IlH. set {XII. '} = {XII} and reduce step lengths; set k = k+1 and go
to step (Ii).
(vii) The process is terminated ifthe step lengths become less than e, a very small
quan tity.
3.3.4 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE
3.3.4.1 RUNGE·KUTTA METHOD FOR A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION
The Aung e-Kutla m ethod Is self-starting and gives quite accurate results .
If we have a single second order differential equation as
x • ~ [F(I)-c x - . , ] . I(,.X. I)




Y .1(x.y .l) (3.2')
By defining
(X('») • lX(II) (3.22)y(l)
(F(')} .l,(/Y.,>! (3.23)
the following recurrenceformula is used to findthe values of X{t) at different grid
points ~ according to the fourth order Runge·Kutla method.
where
IK,} • h F(X.j.,,)
(K,l' h F(X.}.(K,}.\., )





These quantities evaluated in the table are thenused in thefollowing recurrence
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TABLE 3.1 RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD IN VAR iABLE FORM
t x y=x f =Y=i
T, = ti X, =Xi V,=v. F1 := f(Tl' x, Y,)
Tz := ~ + hI2 Xz :=~ + Y,.(h/2) Vz = YI + F1·(hJ2) Fz = f(T2• X2• Yz)
T3 = ~ + h12 X3 = ~ + Yz·(hJ2) V3 =Y, + Fz·(hI2) F3 = f(T3• X3• Y3)
T. = t, + h X. := ~ + Y3.(h/2) Y. =YI + F3· (h/2) F. = f(T•• X., Y.)
5 1
formula to calculate the values of xand xat the next lime step as:
Y,., • Y, • ~[F, · 2 F, · 2F, . F.I
3.3.4.2 RUNGE-KUTIA METHOD FOR THE CONTROL PROBLEM
(3.29)
(3.30)
Rewriting Eq. (3.6), the diffe rential equa tion for the pr esent problem is given by
{i} • [M{e}}' IItl . (Vle,e)}-I Gle)}) (3.6)
here the quant ities [M(8)], {V(8,6n and {G(ij )} are given by Eqs. (3.2) , (3.3) and
(3.4) respectively. Afte r subs lilul ing Eq. (3 7) Into Eq . (3.6) one can write Eq. (3 .6)
for the planar two link manip ulator as [Aggarv.31et. aI., 199 5)
(3.31)
W here (3,32)
and [M(8)t can also bew ritten as
[MI')}" ' • _ _, _ . [ rIm,
de'(M(al) -{lIm, • 1,1,m,cJ
.(IIm, - 1,1,m,e,) ]
~2mll • 21,llImzCz .. 1,2(m, +m,)
(3.33)
Eq . (3.31) is a com bination of two second orde r differen tial equa tions so, we will
use the fourth Order Aunge-Kutta Method discussed in Section 3.3.4.1. Defining:
(3.34)
the twosecond order differentialequations in Eq. (3.31) cannow be written as four
first order differenti al equa tions as
(3.35)
82 • '1'2
tVz .. 92 ~ G(61'92.'I',.'l-'z}
Therefore. one can define
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along the similar lines as in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23). Finall y, using Eq, (3 .24) with
Eqs. (3.25), (3.26), (3.27) and (3.28) we numerically integ rale10 ca lculate {X(I)Jfor
thenext tlmestep.
3.4 TRAJECTORY GENE RATION
In robotic applica tions. a desired task Is usually specnec in the work space
or Cartesian sp ace, as this is where the motion of the man ipulator is easily
described in relation to the external environment and workpiace. HoweverI
trajectory-following control J5 ea sily performed in theJoint space as this is where
the arm dynamics Is mo re easil y formulated.Therefore. it Is impo rtanllo be able
to find the desired joint space trajecto ry given the Cart esian t rajectory . This is
accomplished using the inverse kinematics.
Fig. 2.1 shows the plana r two link manip ulator. For this investigation we




























manipulator end effector starts a t point 1 and goes to point 25 on the trajectory
with the variation of angle from 5 ° to 53° with increments of 2°. The radius of the
circular arc is 0.2 m. Table 3.2 shows the various link parameters used. Fig. 3.3
shows the variation of tangential velocity along the trajectory .
If e (5" to 53°) is the angle with which the end effector mo ves along the
trajectory then the Cartesian coord inates of the end effector of the two link
manipulator is given by
x • rcos(O)
y ,. rsin(9)
where r is the radi us of the circular arc.
(3.38)
Knowing the tangentia l veloc ity VIthe Cartesian velociti es of the end effector
are given by
The rad ial and ta ngential accelerations are given by
v'
A, · -+




where VI,. I is Ihe tangentia l velocity atlhe next time slep and V~ is the tangential
velocity at the previousvalue of time. Therefore, the Cartesian acceleration va lues
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Table 3.2 VARIOUSPARAMETERSUSED FOR A TWO·L1NK
MANIPULATOR
PROPERTY NAME LINK 1 I LINK 2
Link l engths (m) 0.3 I 0.2
Mass (kg) 4.0 I 3.0
Height of Link ,b(m) 0.1




Initial Position Gain K:t =150 .0: ~2 = 150.0
Values
Initial Velocity Gain K., ::r 150 .0 ; K,.z = 150.0
Values
StepSize InTime, .1T 0 .001
(s) for RK Method
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Fig . 3.3 DESIRED TANGENTIAL VELOCITY PROFILE
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are given by
{x).[cose-sinelk)9 ema COS9 ]A. (3,41)
Finally, knowing the Cartesian displacement, ve locity and acceleration
values. we use the inve rse kinematic catculanons as desc ribed below to calculate
the joint displacement. velocity and acceleration values which are 10be used in Eq.
(3.31). The variation of Joint displacemen t values for links 1 and 2 Is shown in
Table 3.3. Fig. 3.4 shows the o rientation of the end effector of the plana r two link
manipu lator following the desired trajectory in accordance with the Joint
displacement values given in T able 3.3 ,
Abrief review of the compu tation procedure which for the sake of clarity can
be stated in the step-by -step fo nns as :
STEP 1 : Compute the left hand side terms In aqs. (3.38) to (3,4 1) In a sequential
STEP 2 : Compute 91 and 92 us ing Eqs. (2,1) to (2,6),
STEP 3 : Use Xand Yfrom Eq, (3 .39) and compute El, and 9zfrom Eq, (2.8) which
is a set of two simultaneous linea r algebraic equations.
STEP 4 : Similarly use Xand Y from Eq , (3,41) and compute ii, and 92 using Eq.
(2.9). One has to remember that atand 92 have already been calculated in step
3 above .
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Table 3.3 VARIATION OF JOINT DISPLACEMENTVALUES
POINTS 9, (rad ) I 9,l d. g ) I 81 (rad) e1(deg)
1 -0 .64 -36.4 1 2.42 136.59
2 -0 .60 ·34,41 2.42 138.59
3 -0 .57 -32.41 2.42 138.59
• ·0 .53 ·30.4 1 2.42 138.59
• -0 .50 -28,41 2.42 138.596 -0. 46 ·26.41 2.42 136.59
7 -0 .43 ·24.41 2.42 13B.59
9 -0. 39 -22.41 2.42 138.59
• -0 .36 ·20.4 1 2.42 138.5910 -0.32 ·18.4 1 2.42 138.59
11 I -0 .29 ·16.41 2.42 138.59
12 -0 .25 I ·14.41 2.42 It13 -0 .22 ·12,4 1 2.42" -0 .1 8 ·10.41 2.42I. -0 .15 -8.41 2.4216 -0 .11 -6.41 2.42 138.59
17 -0 .08 I ·4.41 2.42 138.59
ts -0 .04 -2.41 2.42 138.59
"
-0.01 .().41 2.42 138.59
20 0.03 1.59 2.42 138.59
21 0.06 3.59 2.42 138.59
22 0.10 5.59 2.42 138.59
23 0.13 7.59 2.42 138.59
2. 0.17 , 9.59 2.42 138.59




Fig. 3.4 DESIRED CARTESIAN TRAJECTORY ACCORDING TO TABLE 3.3
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3.5 OPTIMAL CONTROL METHOD (NON • LINEAR
OPTIMIZATION)
Optim al Control (non· linear optimiza tion) me thod is a meth od used 10
achiev e the trajectory control and obtain me position andve locitygain values on
the off-line basis using the Hookes and Jeeve s direct search non-Iinear
optimization meihod. Thismethodminimizes theerror in!heJoint displacement and
Joint velocity values In accordancewith EQ. (3 .7). It m akes use 01the fourthorde r
Aunge-Kur.a method (section 3.3.4) 10 caeu tatet he actual joint displa cement and
veloc ity values at the nexttlme step. Thecalc ulated gain values arethe n used lor
train in g the ANN as discussed in secnot 3 .6 . The var ious steps invo lved in the
optim al cont rol method are shown In Fig. 3.5 . The various etepe involved in this
meth od are as follow s:
STEP 1 : Read thelink parameters(T able 3.2) and let the end -effector be at som e
initia l positio n having coordinates Ix.YI.
STEP 2 : USI3 the inverse kin emanc equations (Sect ion 2.2.1) to calculate Ihe
actua l joint po sition and joint velocity vanes.
STEP 3 : Ca lculate the joint torQue uSing Eq. (3.7) based on the er ror in the
desired and actual joint disp lacement ,mo 10lnl ve locity values and thereafter
comp ute the joinl acceeratlcn lromEq 136) II should benoted here thai we use
the ac tual va lues of a,6,etc. in Eq. (3 6\
STEP 4 : Nu mericall y integrate lorwall) In steps of 6T and calculate the jo int





Fig . 3.5 FLOW CHART : OPTIMAL CONTROL METHOD (NON-U NEAR
OPTIMIZATION)
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STEP 5 : Finally use the H ookes an d Jeevee di rect search (no n -linear
optimiza tion) m ethod to minimize the error in the actual (obtained in Step 4) and
the desired Join t position andjo in t velocity value s . Record the gain values . Here ,
we use [Kpland [K.I as design variables as show n In Eq. (3.10), a n d theobjective
function for lhe present case is g ivenby Eqs. (3.11 )an d (3.12).
These gai n value s when s ubstituted InEq. (3.7)would resu lt in the d esired
torque. Th e Steps 2 to 5 werere pealed for the ent ire traj eclory a nd a set of gain
va lues was obta ined.Th e objective here was to h ave the p osition controlp r imarily ,
wh ich was successfully attained . The gain valu es for a trajectory are shown in
Fi gs, 3,10 to 3 . 13 (Sect ion 3.6). Here, the gain va lues c hange quite slgni f icanUy
along the trajec tory. Th is Is because th e matr ic es {M(El)], /V(E>,0 )) and IG(On
u ndergo contin uous change fro m position to pos ition which also includes the
changes in the velocity vector.
3 .6 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS IN TRAJECTORY
CONTROL
Neural ne tworkmethod ha s been wide ly u sed in manycont rol applications.
In thepresent casewe a re using the LP-n eu ro method w hi ch was fo undto b e very
etfeclive in the p arameter estima ti on prob lem discussed in Chapte r 2, It wouldbe
q uite beneficia l to have a weight matrix which rel ates lhe Input ve ctor
{I} ={6" 62,8,,62,e,,e2,61,62}T (3.42)
and the ou tput vector
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IO}=Ik",k" ,I<""k"I' (3,'3)
Several sets 01 {I} and {OJ can be computed by starting with different initial
conditionsof 9" 92, 8, and 82 but the same trajectoryas shown in Figs. 3.2 and
3.3. The training was done in such a way thai different weight matrices were
generatedfor aJlthe 25 points along the trajectory. These weight matrices (W]
were obtained from the 9 sets of {I} and {OJ using the Optimal Control Method.
The problemof trajectorycontrol computationally becomes a 101 simpler with the
knownweights [W]. The steps involved in obtaining the weight matrix as shown
in Fig. 3 .6 are as follows:
STEP1 : Let the end-effector be at some initial r ositlon having coordinates (x,y).
STEP 2 : Use non-linear optimization method 10 evaluate gain values off-line for
different trajectories.
STEP3 : Note the input and output parametersfor various trajectories.
STEP4 : Compute [W]separately for each point along thetrajectoryusing the Lp·
nauro method
STEP5 : Use [W] on-lineto evaluatethe output parameters(gainvalues kpl' ~t
1<"" k", etc.) .
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Figs. 3.7 to 3.9 show the varialion of the desired 91, 92 and 91 along the
trajectory. Since. 92 has a constant value along the trajectory 50,8 2 is zero. Finally,
knowing the weig ht matrix , fWl, we fed a new set of input vector not used in the
training {I}, 10 the trained neural network and obtained the corresponding output
vector, {OJof gain values. Table 3.4 gIves the gain values obtained using optimal
control method andthe ANNmethodcorresponding to this newsel of inputvalues.
These gain values have been compared graphically in Figs. 3.10 to 3.13. These
results clearly show the applicability 01neural network method for on-line control
of robotic manipulators. After ttue a trajectory control was achieved which is
shown in Fig. 3.14. The results In ttus figure \lery clearly demonstrate the use of
both the optimal control and ANN contrcr method, It should be stated here that in
Fig. 3.14, the In itial starting point was deliberately chosen to the different from the
first desired point because su ch a silualion can be expected in real practice.
Having established the ability to such SItuations, the initial error was not introduced
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Flg.3.9 VARIATION OFe, ALONG THE TRAJECTORY
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Table 3.4 COMPARISON OF GAIN VALUES OBTAINED USING OPTIMAL
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Flg.3.10 COMPARISON OF K, . VALUES OBTAINED USING OPTIMAL
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Fig. 3.11 COMPARISON OF K" VALUES OBTAINED USING OPTIMAL
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Fig . 3.12 COMPARISON OF K", VALUES OBTAINED USING OPTIMAL
CONTROL AND ANN METHOD
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Flg.3.13 COMPARISON OF K" VALUES OBTAINED USING OPTIMAL
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Fig.3.14 TRAJECTORY CONTROL OBTAiNED USiNG OPTIMAL
CONTROL AND ANN METHOD
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3.7 THE EFFECT OF VARIATION OF MAXIMUM TANGENTIAL
VELOCITY
Theeffect of variationof maximumtangential velocity for the given tra;ectory
is stud ied in this section. For the desired trajectory (Fig. 3.2) the maximum value
01 the desired tangential velocity was varied according to Table 3.5. Fig. 3.15
shows the variation of the maximum tangentia l veloci ty for some of the values
according to Table 3.5. The variation of the maximum velocity values of 0.001 mls
and 0.0008466 nVshavenol been shown in Fig. 3.15 but they follow the same
trend. In this figure the effect of sharp and smooth change In velocity Is made
clea r. Using these maximum tanqennar veiccity values and the link parameters
given in Table 3.2, the des ired joint displacement and joint velocity values were
computed. Then . following the optimal conlrol method using a fixed starting value
01 9,. 9~ atand 92 as discussed In Sec tion 3.5. the corresponding actual joint
displacement and joint velocity values are calculated. Correspon ding to these
velocity values the desired and aClualltalectory variation is given in Figs. 3.16 to
3.22.
Figs. 3.16 10 3.22 jndc ate mat the desired and actual (Optimal Contro l
Method) trajec tories become closer dS the maximum value of the tangentia l
velocity decreases. Also. from the ligures and Table 3.5 il is obvious that the
smoo thing of the come r l.e. with gradual Change in the velocity from accelerating
to the constant velocity region. gIVes benet results for trajectory control.
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Table 3.5 VARIOUS MAXIMUM TANGENnAL VELOCITY VALUES
S.No. MAXIMUM MAXIMUM PROPERTY
T.\ NGENTlAL TA NGENnAL
VELOCITY (mi.) VELOCITY (Inch/min)
1 0.15 354.6 Sharp Comer
2 0.15 354.6 Smooth Comer
3 0.1 236.4 Sharp Comer
4 0.05 118.2 Sharp Corner
5 0.001 2.36 Sharp Corner
6 0 .0008466 2.0 Sharp Comer
7 0.0008466 2.0 Smooth Comer
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r-o-MAX. vl:O:15-;TVs
l~MAX. VI : O.15m1s
-o-MAX. VI : 0.1 mls
II -o-MAX. VI: O.OSmfs
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Fig . 3.18 DESIRED TRAJECTORY ANO THE TRAJECTORY OBTAINED
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Flg.3.19 DESIRED TRAJECTORY AND THE TRAJECTORY OBTAINED











Fig. 3.20 DESIRED TRAJECTORY AND THE TRAJECTORY OBTAINED











Fig. 3.21 DESIRED TRAJECTORY AND THE TRAJECTORY OBTAINED












Fig. 3.22 DESIRED TRAJECTORY AND THE TRAJECTORY OBTAINED
USING ANN METHOD WHEN THE MAXIMUM VELOCITY IS 2 Inohl mln
(0.0008466 mi. : SMOOTH CORNER)
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3.8 THE GENERAL CONTROL LAW
In the previoussectionswe haveachievedthe trajectorycontrol of a two link
manipulator where torque equation was given by Eq . (3.7). The computations for
the position and the velocity ga in values using the optimal con trol method were
done laking the difference between the des ired and actual joint pos ition and joint
velocltywelues in the control law. During this non-linear optimization control
(Sectio n 3.5) we had four design variables ~l' ~, 1<.., an d ~.
In this sec tion we usa the general control law for the torque equatio n as
{t} • [KJ lei' . [KJ (ej" (3.45)
Here N, and N2 are the expone nts of the error in joint position and joint veloc ity
values respectively. Using this as lhe torque equation and then following tho
optima l control method discussed in Secncn 3.5, we achieved the trajectory conlrol
and reco rded the position and velocty gain values . In th is general control law.
while using the optimal con trol method. we had six design variables as kpl'k,,2' k.,1 '
~. N1 and N2• Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show optimal values fo r the desig n varia bles at
each of the points along the trajectory . In Table 3.8 U(4) and U(6) refer to the
objec tive function for the four and SIX deSign variable co ntrol laws respectively.
Correspo nding to the four and SIX deSIgn variable cases the optimal objective
function val ues (Eqs. (3.1 1) and (3.12)) are given in Table 3.8. The boltom row of
Table 3.8 shows that the sum of the objectiv e func tion va lues at all the points for
the gene ral con trol law is less than mat 01 the four design variable con trol law.
The normalized errors in the object ive tuocnon values Is plolted in Fig. 3.23. Th.e
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Tabl . 3.6 GAIN VALUES OBTAINED USING OPTIMAL
- CONTROL METHOD WITH 4 DESIGN VARIABLE S
Points I K 1 , K 2 Kvl Kv2
2 1381.45 I 1325.24 1 1325.69 167.125
3 1486.22 1356.2 1323.8 5 195.325
• 1493.42 1 1361 .79 1323 .24 200.7255 1500.42 1366.99 1322.59 205 .525
6 1507.82 1371 .39 1321.79 2 11.325
7 1572,99 1424 .76 i 1320 .16 222.925
8 1509.62 1373.99 11321.39 214.325
9 1514.01 I 1376.98 1320.58 216.72 5
10 1572.3 I 1413.86 1319.56 227.125
11 1540.4 I 1397.77 1320.77 214.525
12 1609.48 1460.95 1320 .25 2 18.926
13 1709.64 1 1530.91 1319.61I,. 1706.05 1525.71 1318.8115 1703.4 1524.32 1318.72' 6 1709 .44 1 1539.11 1321 .2117 1710.64 1542.11 1132 1.2118 1697.45 1542.72 1320.82,. 1685.05 1535.12 ! 1318.2220 1677.31 1515.18 1 1320.0821 1696.65 1527.7 1 1320.0 1 226.327
22 1611.27 1460.54 I 1319.24 2 19.327
23 1722.44 I 1547.7 i 1320.8 214.927
2' 1735.83 1564 .3 I 1320. 2 221 .727
25 1690 .64 , 15 17.91 I 1319.4 1 222.527
BB
Table 3.7 GAIN VALUESOBTAINEDUSING OPTIMALCONTROL
METHOD FOR THE GENERALCONTROLLAW
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Table 3.8 COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES OBTAINED
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9 1
curve is obtained by dividing each of the numbers in the fourth column of Table
3.8 by the number in its bottom row. The percentage improvement is defined as
I:(U,161 - U,i41} x 100
LV ,(4)
(3.46)
Refer ring to Table 3.8, the improvement of 15.68% was achieved in the objective
function when using the genera l contro l law.
3.9 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the various contro l Issues of a planar two link manipulator
have been discussed . The optimal cont rol method (non-linear optimization) was
used to achieve the trajectory control and compute the pcsttlon and velocity gain
values ott-jne. The training sets for the ANN method were gene rated using the
optima l control method. Also , the on-nne trajectory control of the same two link
menlputatcr was achieved using the LPN (ANN) method. The resu lts show that the
LPN method can be successf ully used for the on-line trajectory contro l. The effect
of the variation of the maximum tangential velocity along the trajectory was also
studied and il was foun d that better control is achieved if the maxim um velocity Is
lower. The general cont rol law for the trajectory yields better results,
The optimal control me thod was done off-line, and it has possibility of
numerous computatio ns. On the other hand, in the ANN method, the weights were
obtained on the off-line basis , but the gain values were obtaine d on-line, which
were approximate. Thus, the optimal control method yields accurate results but




4.1 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectiveollhis workwas toestimatethedynamicparametersand the
on-line trajectory control of the planar two link manipulator. This objective was
achieved through the use of an ANN method called linear Programming Neuro
(LPN) method.The identification of dynamicparameterswas carriedoot by using
a link of regular geometryand associatedinertiavalues. The inertiamatrix of this
link wasthentransformed to anothersetof axes10obtain a full matrix which a link
having complicated mass distribution is normally expected to have in actual
practice. Thesematriceswere then used to train the ANN. After, the training,the
ANN wasusedto predict the dynamicparameters of the unknown manipulator.In
this thesis the variouscontrol issues of a planar two link manipulator aTB also
discussed. The optimal control method (non-linear optimization) was used to
achieve the trajectorycontrol andcompute the position and velocitygain values,
off-line. Also the on-line trajectory control of the same two link manipulator was
achievedusingthe LPN(ANN)method.The resultsshowthatthe LPN mathodcan
be successfullyused for the en-tine trajectorycontrol. Theeffectsof the variation
of the maximumtangential velocity andthe generalcontrol law werealso studied
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in relation to th~ control aspect of the manipulator.
Based on this work. the following conclusions are drawn:
1. Neural networks can be used for the identification of dynamic parameters
01robotic manipulators.
2. Corresponding to the estimated dynamic paramaters and their desired
vclues the input values. forces and torques, were recomputed. From the
present work it was shown that as the end effector Is made to travel along
the trajectory, the errors in forces and ccrquea are vory small. The
maximum error was less that 2% for all the points having significant and
comparable torque values.
3. One can achieve very accurate trajectory control using the non-linear
optimal control method.
4. The ANN method was used to compute the weight matrices for all the
points along the trajectory by the training sets obtained from the optimal
control method. These weight mat rices can then be used for the on-line
trajectory control of the manipulator.
5. One can also achieve sufficiently accurate on-line trajectory control using
the ANN method.
6. The accuracy of the control results improves as the maximum trajectory
velocity Is decreased.
7. The use of general control law (six design variables) yields better control
results as compared to the control law using four design variables. An
94
improvement 0115.68% was achieved In Ihe objective function when using
the-g eneral control law over the four variable controllaw.
4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Futur e research work can be pursued on the following topics:
1. LP-neuro method can be extended to many applications in the en-line
control of robotic manipulators.
2. Efficient techniques like Kermarxar's algorithm can be applied in Linear
Programming for taster convergence to problems involving a large number
of des ign variables.
3. It may be possible that the Optimal Control Method can be used in the on-
line contro l of manipulators having more degrees of freedom if com putations
are dona on parallel processors and faster computers.
4. The neural network method can also be used to solve problems involving
friction and other uncertainties in Ihe trajectories of robotic man ipulators.
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The inertia tensor describes the mass properties of a body with respectto
rotations about the centroid. Fig. A.t showsa rigid bodywith an attached frame.
The inenie lensor relativeto frame IA}, attached to the rigid body, is expressed in
the 3 x 3 symmetricmatrix form as:
[
I. ·I~ ., . ]
,1,[1] ... -I.., I", - I,.
-10.1 -IJI I"
where the scalar elements are given by
I• • IIi (y' -z') pd v
I«> JJJ. (x' -y') p dv
1•• IIJ: xy pdv
I• • Iff,xz pdv










Fig. A.l RIGID BODY WITH AN ATTACHED FRAME
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where the rigid body is composed of differential volurne eleme nts. dv. conlaining
material of'a ensity p. Each volume element is locate d with a vector, "'p = {x Y ziT
as shown in Frg. A.1. The elements I.. , L". and In are called the mass moments
of iner1ia. The elements with mixed indices are called mass products 01lnerna.
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APPENDIX B
FORMULAS FOR ROTATION ABOUT THE PRINCIPAL AXES BY e
[, 0 0]R,(8) '" a ecsa -sinO
o sine cose
[
eose 0 Sine ]
R,(e) . 0 1 0
-s ine 0 case
r
eose -sine 0]







ITERATlVE NEWTON·EULER DYNAMIC ALGORITHM
TheIterativeNewton-Euler Dynamics Algorithmis for corrp utirq the torques
thaIcorrespondto a given trajectoryof a manipulator. Assuming that we know the
position, velocity and accele ration of the joints, (9, 13, 8), With this knowledge and
with the knowledge of the kinematics and mass distribution information of the
robot, we can ca lculate the joi nt torques required to cause this motion.
OUTWARDITERATIONS TO COMPUTE VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS
In order to compute inert ial forces acting on the links it Is necessary 10
compute the rotational velocity and linear and rotational acceleration of the center
of mass of each link of the maniputatcr at any given instant. These computations
are done in an ite rative nature st arling w llh link 1 and mo ving succe ssively , link by
link, outward to link n.
The rotationalve rocity for jOlnl ... l IS g.ven by
(C.l )
The equation for t ransfomllng angular acceleration for one link to the next
is given as,
When joint I +1 is prismatic. thIS simplifies to
''' ('l " - 'R II),
The linear acceleration of each link frame origin is obtained by:
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(C.3)
" 'v • " ' A! '.... x 'P x ( .... x ,p ) . ~] (C.4)
, . 1 I j., "". 1. 1 I
which, for prismat ic joint i + 1, becomes
" 'V" 1 • :'1"(j~ )( 'Pi. ' · i~ x ( I~ x 'Pi")· 'if) (C.S)
.2 1"00,' 1x d, . t · · '~ 'I .a. " I · '~ '1
Wealso winneed the linearacceleration of thecenter of mass of eachlink,
which also can be found 8S:
where we imagine a frame, IG,}, attached 10each link with lts origin located
al the center of mass of the link. and with the same orientation as the link frame,
(i) . Eq. (C.6) doesn't involve Jo;nt motion at all, and so is valid for joint I + 1
revolute or prismatic.
THE FOACE AND TOAQU E ACTING ON A U NK
Having computed the linear and angular accelerations of the mass center
of each link, we can apply the Newton-Euler EquaUons to compute the inertial
force and torque acting at the center of.mass of each link. Thus we have
(C.7)
(C.S)
where(C,)has its origin at the center of massof the link, and has thesame
orientation as the link frame, {i}.
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INWARD ITERATIONS TO COMPUTE FORCES AND TORQUES
HavTrigcomputed the forces and torques acting on each link, it now remains
to calculate the joint torques which wi!1result in these net forces and torques being
a,...."lie d to each link.
We can do this by writing a force balance and mom ent balance equation
based on a free body diagram of a typical link (Fig . C.1). Each link has forces and
torques exerted on it by its neighbo urs, and in addition experiences an inertial
force and torque. Defining:
fl = force exerted on link j by link I - 1,
"I"" torque exerted on link i by link I - 1.
By summing forces acting on link i we arrive at a force balance relationship,
(C.9)
By summing torques about the center of mass and setting them equal to
zero we arrive at torque balance equation:
INI : Inl _ Inl•, . (- 1Pc) x Ifi -(I Pj,' - iPc} X '1,., (C.10)
Using the result from the force balance relation Eq. (C.g) and adding a few
rotation matrices we can write Eq. (C.l0) as
Finally, we can rearrange the force and torque equations so that they
appear as iterative relationships from higher-numbered neighbour to lower-
numbe red neighbour.
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'nl • 'N. .. :.1R ,· In,' 1· 'Pc,x 'F, · 'P, . IXI'.IAh 1f,.! (C.13)
These equations are evaluat ed link by link start ing from link n and work ing
inward toward the base 01the robo t. The se inward force iterations are analogous
to the static terce iterations. except thai inertial forces and torques are now
considered al each link.
As in the static case, the required joint torques are found by laking the 2:
component of the torque applied by one llnk on tts ne ighbour:
t l " i" T,~
For lcfnt I + 1 prismatic, we use
(C.I')
(C.15)
where we have used the symbol r for a linear actuator force.
Note that for a robolmoving in free space, NOO'IN. ' andN.'n,.. , are set equal
to zero, and so the first applicat ion of the equations for link n is very simple. If the
robot is contacting the environment. the forces and torquesdue to thiscontactmay
be included in the force balance by having non-zero "".lfN' 1 and '''''In,,,,. 1" These




0 ,1 Trajectory Generation
The trajectory generatfon of the planar two link manipu lator Is done as:
1, This program calculates the cartesian displacement, velocity and
acceleration values for the 25 pcetts along the trajectory for the planar two
link manipulator knowing the radial velocity, radial acceleration and
tangential acceleration values (0 .1.1).
2. This program uses the inverse kmemallc calculations to calculate the joint
displacement , velocity and ecceiereuco values for the 25 points along the
trajectory (0 .1.2),
Thesa programs are wntte n In FORTRAN. The link parameters are
known lor the planar two link mamcutatcr. For all these programs OPTIVAR
Designe r's optimization subrcutmee ISllxla ll. 1982Jare widely used.
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0 .1.1 Gene ration of Carte.'an displacement, velocity and acceleration values
PAA AMETE R (PI = 3,141592n
DIM ENSION R(2,2).VTA N(2,1),VEl(2.1).RACC(25),TACC(25)
DIME NSION ACC(2 ,1),ATAN(2 ,1),BTAN(2 ,1)
OPEN(UNIT = 1, Fi l E", 'vtan.dat', STATUS = 'OLD')
OP EN(UNIT = 2, FILE = 'alan.dal' , STATUS = 'OLD,
OP EN(UNIT '" 3, FIL E = 'values.out', STA TUS = 'OLD')
OP EN(UNIT .. 4, FILE = 'circ.da t', STATuS = 'OLD')
RAD =0.2
WR ITE(,,') 'R(m) Th(deg) Th(Rad)
DO 5 TH = 5 .0,53.0,2 .0
THET A =TH ' (PV180.0)
X =RAD'COSD(TH)
V =AAO' SINO(TH)
WR ITE(' ,') RAD,TH,THETA, X,Y





WAI TE(' ,') 'XDOT YOOT RADIAL VEL. TANGENTIAL VEL ,'
00 10 TH = 5.0,53.0,2.0
AEAO(',") (VTANIII.1 ).11=' .2)
AI ' .') = eOSO(TH)
A(1 .2) = ·SINOITH)
AI2 .1) = SIN OITH)
A(2 .2) = eOSO(TH)
CA LL MATM UL(A,YTAN,VEL,2 ,2,1)
WAI TE(', ') (VEl( J,1),J=1,2), (VTAN(J,1),J=1,2)




0 01 51 =1 ,25
ATANll ,') = AAee(l)




WAITE(' ,' ) 'XODOT YODO T RADIAL ACC. TANGENTI AL ACC .'




R(1,2) = ·S INDITH)
A(2.1) .:=SIND(TH)
RI2,2) = COS D(TH)
CALL MATMUl(R,BTAN,ACC,2,2 ,1)









C Calculates the radial acceleration .




00 301 = 1,25









C The number3.49065e-3 Is 's' l.e. r.d_theta
C s :::0.2 • pV180' (2 de g)
0040 I '" 1,24





C Mu/lipllcalion of two matrices ..
SUBROUTINE MATMUL(A,B,C,I,J,K)












D.1.2 Generation 01Joint displacement, velocity Bnd acceleration vslues
PARAMETER (PI ", 3.141593)
DIMENSION VEl(2,1),ACC(2,1) ,VELJ(2,1).ACCJ(2,1I,Rl (3,3) ,R2(3,3l
OPEN{UNIT: 22, FILE", 'inl .dal" STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(UNIT '" 32, FILE", 'ceeired.our. STATUS", 'OLD')
OPEN(UNIT '" 33. FILE", 'allj oint.out', STATUS = 'OLD')
READ(22:) AM1, AM2, AU , Al2, B, C
DO 10 JLOQP = 1,25
READ(22 : ) X, V, IVEL(l,I ),I.l,2), (ACC(I,I ),I. l ,2)
WRITE(', ' ) X,V,(VEL(I,1),1-.1,2),(ACC(I,I ),I. l ,2)
CALL INV(AL1,AL2,X,Y,VEL.ACC,TH1,TH2.VELJ,ACCJ.R1,A2l
WAITE{,, ·) 'JOINT ANGLES (degrees)'
WRITE(· ,· ) TH1, TH2
WRITE(·, ·) 'JOINT VELOCITIE$ '
WRITE(':) (VELJ(II,I) ,1I. 1,2)
WRITE(O,') 'JOINT ACCELERATIONS'
WAITE(' ,0) (ACCJ(lI,l ),lIs 1,2)
TH_AADl '" (p1/180.0) • THl
TH_RAD2 '" (PII180.0) • TH2
WRITE(32,') TH_AAD1,TH_RAD2,(VELJ(II ,l ),1I:1,2)
WRITE(33,') TH_RAD1,TH_AAD2,(VELJ(II ,l ),lI=l ,2),









C Inverse kinematics of a two-link planar manipulator
C
SUBROUTINE INV(AL1,AL2,X,Y,VEL,ACC,TH1.TH2,VELJ,ACCJ,Rl .A2)
DIMEN SiON AM(2,2 ),AMI NV(2,2l .VEL(2 .1),VELJ(2,1),ACC(2.1),ACCJ(2.1)
DIMENSION BM(2,2),BMINV(2,2l,VINTl (2,1),VINT2{2,l ),At (3.3),R2(3,3)
C2 :::(X··2.0 + YU2.0 · AL'''2.0 · AL2°' 2.0l/(2.0·Al"AL2)
52 :: SQRT(1.Q·C2 "2.0)
THETA2 :::ATAN2(S2.C2)
TH2 ::: ATAN2D(S2 ,C2)
AKl :::ALl + (AL2 • e2)
AK2 :: AL2' S2
THETAt '" ATAN2(Y,X) . ATAN2(AK2.AKt)
THl s ATAN2D(Y,X) . ATAN20(AK2 ,AK 1)
8 1", SIN(THETA1)
C 1 :: COS( THETA1 )
8 12 :: SIN(THETA l ...THETA2)
e1 2 =COS(THETAl + THETA2)
AMO,t ) :: ·All 'S l ·Al2 ' S12
AM(1,2) :: ·AL2' S12
AM(2.1):: ALt 'Of + AL2'C12
AM(2,2) :: AL2'C 12
DETERt:: AM(1,1)"AM(2,2) · AM(1.2)'AM(2,1)
AM/NV(1,1) :::AM(2,2}/DETEA1
AMINV(2,1) :::·(AM(2,1)IDETEA1)
AMIN V(1.2) =·(AM( 1.2)IO ETER1)
AMINV(2,2) :::AM(1,l )/OETEAl
CAll MATMUl(AMINV,VEl ,VEW,2,2,1)
VEU I = VEU(1.1)
VEW2 :::VELJ(2,1)
BM(1,l ) '" ·Al l ' C1' VELJ1·A12' C12 '(VELJ1+VELJ2l
BM(1,2)::: ·AL2' C12' (VELJ1+VELJ2)
BM(2,l)::: ·AU 'S l ' VEl J l ·Al2 'S12 ' (VEl J l +VEl J2)
BM(2,2)::: ·A12'S 12' (VELJ1+VELJ2)
CAll MATMUl(BM,VELJ,VINT1,2,2,l )
00451 =1 ,2
VINT2(1.1) =ACC( I.1) . VINT1( 1.1)
45 CONTINUE






C·.. ••• •••• Multiplication of two matrices •••••••••••
SUBROUTINE MATMUL(A,B,C.I,J,K)
DIMENSION A(I,Jl,B(J.K),C(I.K)
00 Sell =l ,1









C •••••••••••••u • • • Rotationmatrix .
SUBROUTINE RMAT{THETA.F1)
DIMENSION AI3,3)
A(l ,l ) .. COS(THETA)
A(I ,2). ·SIN(THETA)










0.2 Generation of Training Sets for Parameter Esllmallon
1, Th is program generates the input and output traIning vectors (Table 2.2) lor
the traIning of the ArtifIcIal Neural Network. This program makes use of the
Iterative Newton-Ruter DynamIcs algorithm for the calculation of the force ,
torque and the Inertia matrix values (0.2.1).
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0 .2.1 Generation 01 training sets lor parameter estimation problem
DIMENSION ALPHA(10l , BETA(10), GAMMA (10)
DIMENSI ON AIF IN1(3,3),AIFIN2(3,3),PCFIN 1(3,1),PCFIN2(3,1l
DIMEN SION VEL(2,1),ACC(2,1I,VEU (2.1),ACC J(2,1).A1(3,3),A2(3.3)
CALL ABG(ALPH A, BETA, GAMMA)
OPEN(UNIT " 22, FILE = 'Inf.dat'.STATUS = 'OLD')
AEAD(22: l AM1 , AM2, AU , AL2, B, C
DO S ILOOP '" 1,10
CALL IMAT(AM1.AL1 ,B.C,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA,AIFIN1 ,PCFIN1,ILOOP)








WA ITE(*,· ) (A1FIN2(U,JJ),JJ=1,3)
END DO
DO II '" 1,3
WRITE(' ,"' (PC FIN2(1I,1))
END DC
DO 10 JLOOP = 1,1
READ(22: 1 X, Y, (VEL(I,1),1=1,2), (ACC(I,1) ,1=1,2)






DO II = 1,2
WRITE(',") (ACCJ(II, I ))
END DO
DO II = 1,3
WRITE (' ,' ) (R1(II ,JJ),JJ=1,3)
END DO
DO 11=1 ,3
WRITE(' ,") (R2(II,JJI ,JJ=I ,31
END DO
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......... Varialion 01the values of alpha, beta and gamma ..
SUBROUTINE ABG(ALPHA. BETA , GAMMA)





ALPHA(I+1)::: ALPHA( 1) + 2.0' I
BETA(1.1)::: BETA(1) . 2.0 · 1




C · .. •• ••• Generati on of inertia matrix ..
SUBROUTINE IMAT(AM,Al,B.C,AlPHA,BETA,GAMMA,AIFIN,fJCFIN,ILOOP)
DIMENSION Al PHA(10). BETA(10), GAMMA(10)
DIMENSION AICI3,3) .PCI3 .' I.PCTI ' ,31,A' I ' .' ).C' 13.3).AlA(3.31,AIFIN(3,3)





AIC(1.1) -" (1.0/12.0)·AM· (S"2.0+C"2.0)
AIC(1,2) • 0,0
AIC(1,3) :::0.0
AIC(2. ') • 0 ,0
AIC(2,2) ::: ( t. 0I 12.0 j"AM-(C" 2.0+AL· ·2.0)
AIC(2,3) :::0.0
AICI3. ') : 0.0
AIC(3,2) ::::0.0
AICI3.3) ' 11.0112.0)·AMoIAL" 2.0+B" 2,0)
















CALL SCALARM UL(AI,SC,B1,3 ,3)
CALL MATMUL(PC ,PCT,C1,3,1.3)









CM(2,2) =SIND(ALPHA(ILOOP) ·SIND (BETA(ILOOP))'SIND(GAMMA(ILOOP))+




















AI\ 1 = AU + (Al2 " 02)
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AK2 =Al2' 82
THETAl = ATAN2 (Y,X)· ATAN2(AK2 ,AK1)
THl =ATAN2D(Y,X)· ATAN2D(AK2 ,AK1)
Sl =8INCTHE'rA1)
Cl '" COS(THETA 1)
S12 = SIN(THETAl + THET A2)
C12 = COS(THETAl + THETA2)
AM(l ,l ) = ·Al 1· S1·Al2' S12
AM(1,2) = ·Al2·S12
AM(2,l) = AU 'C l + Al2'C 12
AM(2,2) = AL2'C 12
DETERl = AM(l,l)'AM(2,2) • AM(1.2t AM(2,1)
AMINV(l, l ) =AM(2,2)/OETERl
AMINV(2,1) = ·(AM( 2,1)IOETER1)
AMINV(1.2) =-(AM(1,2)IDETER1)
AMINV(2,2) = AM(l ,l) /OETERl
CALL MATMUL(AMINV,VEL ,VELJ.2 .2.1)
VEW1 = VEW(l ,l)
VEU2 =VEW(2. 1)
BM(l ,l ) =-AL1' C l 'V ELJ1.AL2'C1 2 ' (VEU 1+VElJ2)
BM(t ,2) .. -AL2' C 12'(V ELJhVEW21
BM(2,1) = ·AL1·S l'VEW1·AL2 ' SI2· jVEUt +VEW2)
BM(2,2) = .AL2'S 12'(V EWt +VEW21
CALL MATMUL(BM,VELJ,VINT 1.2.2.11
0 045 1=1.2











DIMENSION X4(3),AI(3).O MEGAI I I 31.STl (3).ST2(3),ST3(3)
DIMENSION CDTDTV(3) .OOTVIJI .x t (JI.X2(3),X3(3)
D IMENSION SI1(3),SI2(3) ,Y1t l l .Y2t31,Xf31.ALPHAl l(3)
D IMENSION Y4(3),ACI(3).FIl3I. Z1f Jl ,Z2131.Z3(3),XNI(3),Y3(3)
DIMENSION RMAT(3,3),r,J(JI .FORC E(31,n(3),FORI(3),ANN(3)
D IMENSION TOR(3),PC(3). POSr31.E1f31.E2(3),E3(3),E4(3)











WRITE(· ,·)'FORWARD RECURSION FOR A TWO LINK MANIPULATOR'
WRITE(' : )'THE JOiNT IS ROTATIONAL'
WRITE!' ,")
WRITE(" ·)'FORWARD RECURSION FOR LINK # l'
WRITE(':) 'STEP 1: '
OPEN(UNIT :: 1, FILE = 'tn.cer. STATUS :: 'OLD')
OPEN(UNIT '" 3, FILE.,. 'frlnt.dat', STATUS ", 'OLO')
OPEN(UN1T:=9, FILE:: '11int.dat', STATUS :='OLD')
DO 20 1:=1,3
0020J =1 ,3
20 RT(I,J) = R1IJ ,I)













CALL VECSUM(OMEGAI1,aO TV ,OMEGAI)






WFUTE(· ,·' 'STEP 2: '
WRITE(',',









WRITE(·,')' ANGULAR ACCELERATION OMEGAOOT(I] IS '
WAITE(·,,) (ALPHAI(J), J =1,3)
WRITE(',')
0 0 60 J = 1,3
WAITE(3,') ALPHAI(J)
60 CONTINue
WAITE{·,·)' STEP 3: '
WRITE(',',
C· ••• VOOTll- l ] VECTOR .
DO 70 I =1,3
READ(',') A(I)
70 CoNTINue
C ···..······P[I·1] VECTOR .
0 0 80 1= 1,3








WRITE(·,·) , THE V001111VECTOR IS :
WRITE(',') (AI(I),! = 1,3)
WRITE(',')




WAITEr,')' STEP 4: •
WAITE(',')






WR1TE(-") , THE VDOT{CI]VECTOR 1$ ,
WAITE(·,'I(ACI(JI. J =1.31
WAITEI' ,' I
WRITE(': ) ' STEP 5 '
WAITE(',')
00 110 I '" 1,3
110 FI(I) = SMASSl • ACI(I)
WAI TE(', ') • THE FORCE VECTO R 1$ : •
WAITE(' ,') (Fil ii . I = 1.31
DO 111 1'" 1,3
W AITE!.,') Fill)
111 CONTINUE
WAITE(' ;) , STEP 6 '
WAITEI','I





WRITE(":) , THE TORQUE VECTOR IS : •












OPEN(UNIT", 2, AL E ", 'fr2.dat' , STATUS", 'OLD')
OPEN(UNIT ", 3, FILE", 'frinl.dat' , STATUS ", 'OLD')
OPEN(UNIT =4, FilE ", tantoat', STATUS", 'OLD)
WRITE(,, ' )
WR1TE(' ,')'FOAWARD RECURSION FOA LINK It 2'
WAITE(':) 'STEP 1: '
.. . .. ROTATIONAL MATRIX [A) NOT ITS TRANSPOSE .......
00 140 1",1 ,3
0 0140J ", 1,3
140 RT(I.J) =R2(J.I)
C ···.. ••• OMEGA{I·1JVECTOR .











OOTV(3) '" 0 012
CALL VECSUM(OMEGAI1,a OTV,OMEGAI)
WRITE(' ,' ) 'ANGULAR VELOCITY OMEGA[I] IS '
WAITE(' ,') (OMEGAI(J),J",1,3)
WRITE(' , ') 'STEP 2:'
WAITE(',')
C · ······· OMEGAOOnl-11VECTOR .








WRITEI',')' ANGULAR ACCELERATION OMEGADOT[l] IS •
WRITE(':) (Al PHAI(JI. J =1,3)
WRITE!' :)
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W RITE(' : )' STEP 3: '
WRITE(' ,' )
C ·.. ••.. ••• VDOT(I·1j VECTOR .
DO 1701 ",1 ,3
READ(3,' ) Alii
170 CONT INUE
C · .. ••.. •••• P['-11VECTOR ..








CA L l. MATMUl.(RT,X4,AI,3,3,1)
W RITE(' ,") ' THE VDOT[II VECTOR IS : '
WRITE(','I (AIIII,I =1,3)
WRITE (-.·)
W A ITE(' ,' )' STEP 4: '
WRITEI',')
.. .. .. .. PO[I) VECTOR ..
CA LL VECCROSS(OMEGAI,s I2,Y1)
CA LL VECCAOSS(OMEGAI,Y1,Y2)
CA LL VECC ROSS(ALPHAI,SI2,YJ)
CA LL VECSUM(Y2,Y3,Y4)
CA LL VECs UM(AI,Y4,ACI)
WRITEj":) ' THE VC .n CII VECTOR IS '
WRITEI',' )(ACIJI, J =1,31
WRITE(' ,' )
WRITE(' ,') ' STEP 5 '
W RITE(' ,')
00 2001", 1.3
200 FI(I) '" SMASS2 • ACI (I)
W A ITE(' : > ' THE FORCE VECTOR IS
WRITEr ,' ) IFI(I), I = 1,3)
DO 2011 = 1,3
WRITE(' ,') FI(I)
201 CO NTINUE
WRITEI','I ' STEP 6 '
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WRITE(· .·,
C·.. •••• I M ATRIX (3X3!· .. •• ••....
C ALL MAT MUL(XMAT2,OMEGAI,Zl ,3,3,1)
CALL VECCAOSS(OMEGAI,Zt ,Z2)
CALL MA TMUL(XMAT2,ALPHA1 ,Z3, 3,3,1)
CALL VECSUM(Z2,Z3,XNI)
WRITEr.·) ' THE TORQUE VECTOR IS :
W AITEr,') IXNI(J), J. 1,3)
WA ITEr,')
00211 1 ",1 ,3
WA ITEI4,') XNI(I)
211 CONTINUE
0 0 2121 :: 1,3






WR ITE(' ,') 'FORWAAD RECURSIO N ISOVER'
WRITE(· ,·) 'BACKWARD RECURSION STA RTS HERE'
W RITE(',')
W RITE(·,·) 'BACKWARDRE CURSiON FOR LINK# 2'
WR ITEI',')
O PEN(UNIT =4, FILE = '12int.dat', STATUS == 'OLD')
O PEN(UN IT = 10, FILE='btl.dat', STATUS;o 'OLD')
O PEN(UN IT = 8, FilE ='br inl.dat', STATUS:: 'OLD')
W RITE(·,·) 'STEP 7: '
WRITEI',')
C··· ·..••• (AI MATRIX FOR I TO 1+1 .
00 2201 =1 ,3
RE AD(10.· ) (RMAT( I,J),J=l ,3)
220 CO NTINUE
C ·········· VECTOR f(I.1) .
00 2301 = 1,3
AE AD(10, ' ) 10(1)
230 C ONnNUE
C ··..•.. ••• V ECTOR F OF LI NK I .




CAl l MATMUl(AMAT,FO,n ,3.3.1)
CAl l VECS UM(TT,FOACE,FORI)
WAIT E(*:r f VECTOR OF LINK I:'
WAITE(o.O)(FOAI(t),1::1,3)
WRITEr,")
DO 241 I", 1,3
WRITE(B'") FORI(I)
241 CONTINUE
WRITE(". ")'CROSS-C HECKING OF FORCE RESULIS'
WRITEC",or eqn (6. ). '
W AITE( ",or L.H .$ • R.H.S '" {O0 O}'
DO 2344 lMK = 1,3
RESF(IMK) . FORI(IMK) • TI(IMK) • FORCEIIMK)
2344 CONTINUE
WRITE(".o)'COARECT If RESIDUE VECTOR 15ZERO'
WRITE(',")




C·······.. N(l) VECTOR .
00 250 1= 1,3
AEAO(4 ,oJ RNN(I)
250 CONTINUE
C··..•••• • n(I+1) VECTOR •••••••••••
DO 260 I .. 1,3
REAO(10,O) TOA(I)
260 CONnNUE
C ··········· PC(I) VECTOR .
00270 I '" 1,3
READ(4.0 ) PO(!)
270 coNT INue








CALL MA TMUL(RMAT,TOR,E4,3 ,3,1)
CALL VECSliM(RNN,E4,E5)
CALL VECSUM( E5,E3,E6)
CALL VECSUM( E6,E2,TORa )
WAITE( · ,·)'nCI) vector is l '
WAITE( · ,·)(TORO(I),1",1,3)
WAITE(';'
0028 1 1",1 ,3
WAITE!e; , TOROII)
281 CONTI NUE
WAITE( · ,· )'CROSS-CHECKING OF TORQUE RESULT S'
WRITEr,·1' eqn (6. )'
WRITE( ·, · )' L H.S - A.H.S '" ( 0 0 or
WRITE(·,·)'CORAECT IF RESiDUE IS ZEAO '
WAITE!';)
WRITE(· ,·)'PRINTING RESIDUE VALUE BEL OW'
DO 5746 IUK '" 1,3








WRITE( ·,O) 'BACKWARD RECURSION FOR LINK # l'
WRITE(·,·)
OPEN(UNIT ", 9, FILE ", 'lt lnt.dat', STATUS ", 'OLD')
OPEN(UNIT ", 7, FILE ", 'br2.dal', STATUS ", 'OLD')
OPEN(U NIT ", 8, FilE", 'brinl.dat', STATUS", 'OLD')
WAITE(' ;) 'STEP T:'
WAITEr;)
..... ..... VECTOR 1(1+1) .
00 300 J '" 1,3
AEADIS: ) 10(1)
300 CONTINUE
. . ..... . . . VECTOR F OF LINK I ••••••••••




CAl l MATMUl (R2,FO,n,3,3,1)
CAl l VECSUM(TT,FORCE,FOAI)
WRITE(·:)' I VECTOR OF LINK I:'
WAITE(' ,' )(FOA I(I),1=1,3)
WAITE(·,·)
WRITE(·,·)'CROSS·CHECKING OF FORCE RESULTS'
WRITE(·,·j' eqn (6. ). '
WRITE(·,·r l .H.S - R.H,S = (O0 OJ'
DO 320 IMK = 1,3
RESF(lMK) = FOAI(IMK) • IT(IMK) - FORCE(IMK)
320 CONTINUE
WRITEC·,·)'CORAECT IF AESIDIJE VECTOR IS ZERO'
WAITE(',')
WAITE(·,· ),PAINTING RESIDUEVECTOR BELOW:'
WAITE(' ,')( AESF(JMK) ,JMK = 1,3)
WAITE(·:)'STEP a'
WAITE(' ,')
C N(I) VECTOA .
D0330 1:::r l ,3
AEAD(S,' ) ANN(I)
330 CONTINUE




C PC(I) VECTOR ..
00 350 1= 1,3
AEAD(S,') PO(I)
350 CONTINUE
C P(I) VECTO A .
00 360 I = 1,3
AEAD(7,' ) POS(I)
360 CONTINUE
CAl l MATMUl (A2,FO,E1,3,3,1)






WAITE{' ,')'n(l) vector is l '
WAITE(' ,' )(TOAQ (I),1=1,3)
12S
WAITE(' ,' )
WAITE(·,·)' CAOSS·CHECKING OF TORQUE RESULTS'
WAITEI..-r sq. 16. )'
WRITE(''')' l.H.S - R.H.S ::: { 0 0 01'
WRITE(" ")'CORRECT IF RESIDUE IS ZERO'
WAITEI',")
WRITE{",')'PRINnNG RESIDUE VALUE BELOW'



























99 C(I) = A(l) + 6 (1)
RETURN
END




C(2)=A(3)' 6( 1)-A(I )' 6( 3)




•••••••••• Rotallon matrix .
SUBROUTINE AMAT(THETA,R)
DIMENSION RC3,3)











... .. .. ..... Transpose of a matrix ••••••••••••••••
SUBROUTINE TRANS(A,B,II,JJ)
DIMENSION A(II,JJ), B(JJ ,II)
DO 44 ROW = 1,11


















00 66 JJ= 1,J









00 55JJ ", 1,J





0.3 Contro l of a planar two link robolfc manIpulato r using Oplimal Control
Method
1. This program is used to achieve the trajectory control and obtain the
position andvelocity gain values on the off-Unebasis using the Hookesand
Jeeves non- linear optimization method. It makes use 01 the fourth order
Runge-Kutta method (0 .3.1).
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0 .3.1 Optimal con trol method (Non·llnear optimization)
DIMENS ION XX(4)
DIMEN SION XSTRT(4),RMAX(4) ,RMIN{4),PH1(2),PSI(2),W(IOOO)
DIMENSION RX(4),TH_DE1 (25),TH_DE2(25),THD_DE 1(25),THD_OE2 (25)
COMMON ILlNKDI ALl ,AL2
COMMON !AMASS! RM1,RM2





OPEN (UNIT ", 11, FILE::: 'ceslrec.car. STATUS ", 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT ", 12, FILE '" 'f~ ;ull.oul', STATUS == 'OLD')
OPEN (UNI, '" 13, FILE ", 'ecmel.our.STATUS == 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT ", 14, FILE", 'erUh.oul', STATUS::: 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT ", 15, FilE", 'erU hd.out', STATUS ::: 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT ::: 16, FILE::: 'kpkv.out', STATUS ::: 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT ::: 17, FILE ", 'xsterteat. STATUS == 'OLD ')
OPEN (UNIT == 18, FILE", 'lnp .out', STATUS", 'OLD')






















DATA RMAX/l .0E3,1.0E3 ,1.0E3 ,1.0E3I
DATA RMIN/·1.0E3 ,-1.0E3,-1.0E3,-1.0E3I
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C DATA XSTRT/150.0,150.0,150.0 ,150.0/
DO 10 IP = 1,25
AEAD(11,' ) TH_DE1(IP),TH_DE2 (1P),THD_DE1(IP),THO_OE2(IP)
WAITE(' ,' ) TH_DE1(IP),TH_OE2(IP),THD_DE1(IP),THD_DE2(IP)
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 IN '" 1,1









'tf.~~ !.~!2.~~2 :~~~~~~~o~~;~:~~ ?~:.~'.~ .~;?~?;?:?'~~~'O'0,0.0
DO 30 ILOOP =1,24
CALL SEEK(N,NCONS ,NEQUS.NPENAL.RMAX,RMIN,XSTAT ,RX,U,PHI,PSI ,
1 NVIOL,WJ
CALL ANSW ER(U,AX,PHI,psr. N.NCONS.NEQUS)
WRITE(12,') ILOOP
WRITE(1. : ) U
WRITE(1.:) (AX(I),I.',4)
WRITEll.:) (XXII),I. ',4)
WRITE(1S:) (XXII)," ' ,4)
WRITE(14,' ) (TH_DE l (ILOOP. 11·XXI111,(TH_DE2(ILOOP +1)-XX(2))
WRITE(15,') (THO_OE1(ILOOP+11,XX(3)),(THO_DE2(jLOO P+1)-XX(4))
WRITEI1.:) (AXI).!. ',4)
WRITE(18,') (XX(I),1=1,4),(TH_DE1(ILOO P. 1)-XX(1I),






















WAITE('. ·) (XX(I),I",' ,4)
DO 50 LOOP '" 1,1000
CALL AK4(T,OT,NEO,XX,F,YI,YJ,YK,YL,UU,AX,ILOOP)
50 CONTINUE
OWl", «(TH_OE1(ILOOP+1) · XX( 1»' 10.0)"2
QW2 '" ({TH_OE2(ILOOP+1). XX{2»'10.0)"2
QW3 '" (THO_OE1(ILOOP+1) ' XX(3»"2
a W4 '" (THD_DE2(ILOOP+1)' XX(4))'*2
U . (QW1+QW2+QW3+QW4)* i .Oe6
C EOISP = 100.0*({TH_DE1{ILOOP+ l )·XX(1W ·2+( TH_OE2( ILOOP+l) ·XX(2W ·2)
C EVEL = 100.0*«THO_OEl (ILOOP+1)-XX(3))**2+ (THD_OE2(ILOOP+ 1)-XX(4))*'2)
C U = (EDISP + EVEL)*1.0e5
RETURN
END




DO 10 1", 1,N
10 UU(I) • XX(I)
CALL FUN(XX,F,N,T,AX,ILOOP)
DO 20 I = 1,N
XI(I) = F(I) • DT

























COMMON iLl NKDJ AL1.AL2
COMMON I AMASSI AM1,AM2
COMMON JDESIREDI TH_DE1,TH_DE2.THD_DE1.THD_DE2






TOAQ(1) '" RX(1)·(TH_DE1(llOOP+1) · TH_CP1) +
1 AX(3)·(THO_DE1(ILOOP+1) · THD_CP1)
TORO(2) '" RX(2)' (TH_DE2(ILOOP+l )- TH_CP2) +
1 AX(4)*(THD_OE2(llOOP+1)' THO_CP2)
QM(1,1) '" RL2" 2'A M2 + 2.0·AL1' AL2'AM2'COS(TH_CP2)
1 + AL1"2'(RM1 + RM2)
OM(1,2) '" R12"2'AM2 + RL1'AL2'RM2'COS(TH_C P2)
OM(2,1) '" A12" 2'A M2 + RL1' RL2' RM2'COS(TH_CP2)
OMI2,2)= AL2" 2' AM2
OV(1) ::: -AM2·RL 1·R12·SIN(TH_CP2)'THD_CP2'- 2 ·
1 2.0·RM2"RL1· RL2·SIN(TH_CP2) 'THO_CP1·THD_CP2
aV(2) '" RM2'R L1'A 12' SlN(TH_CP2)'T HD_CP1" 2
QG(1)::: RM2'R l2' GWCOS(TH_CP1+TH_CP2) +
1 (RM1 + AM2)'AL1'GH' COS(TH_CP1)
















0 0410 J '"1,2
OMI(I,J) '" 0.0
410 CONTINUE
OMP =OMll,1)"OM(2,2)- OMI ' ,2)"OMI2,1)
OMI(1.1) '" OM(2,2)/OMP
OMII' ,2) = ·OMl l,2YOMP
OMI(2,1) = ·OMI2 ,1)/OMP
OMI(2,2) = OM(l,l )/OMP
RETURN
END
C····· Additionof two vectors. ... . .
SUBROUTINE VECAOO(A,B,C,M)
DIMENSION A(M),B{M),C(M)
0 0 42561", 1,M




C····· SubtractionIhe two vectors ......
SUBROUTINE VECSU8(A, 8,C ,M)
DIMENSION A(M),8IM),C(M)
00 41691 ", 1,M




C ·· · · · Multiply a matrix witha vector ......
SUBROUTINE RMATVEC(A.B,C,M,N)
DIMENSION A(M,N),8(N),C(M)
DO 4430 I ", 1,M
C(I) =0.0
00 4440 J '" l ,N





C··· .. •• Inequality constraints .











0.4 Control of a plana r two link robot ic manipulator us ing Anlflclal Neural
Network Method (LPN Method)
1. Several sets of input and output vectors are computed using the optimal
control method. This program uses the LPN method and does the train ing
in such a way that different weight matrices are generated for en the 25
points along the trajectory . Then the weight matrix [W] is used on-li ne to
evaluate the output paramete rs (gain values) correspondi ng to unknown set
of input values. The following program depicts the generatio n of the weight
matrix [W]for one point along the tra;ectory (0 .4.1).
........::::.::.:~.~:~~~~.~.!.~?~ .
DIMENSIONS FOR tAl MATRIX
ROWS .. (NO.OF OUTPUT)"TOTAloNO.OF TRIALS
= 4 · (9) =36
COLUMNS = (NO.OF lNPUr2 + 4)"NO .OF OUTPUT
......................~.~~:~.~.~!:~.:.~? ..
YW =N .. 4· (N + NCQNS .. NECUS)
WHERE N '" NUMBER OF DESIGN VARAIBLES = 1
NCONS =NUMBER OF INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS ", 1
NEQUS =NUMBER OF eQUALITY CONSTRAINTS =1
YW = 1 + 4· (1+1+1) =13
loP.
rn =M· (S+M)
• WHEA E M IS NUMBER OF CONSTRAINING EQUATIONS = ROWS
WHICH IS DEFINED BELOW




















DIMENSIONYX(l l,YXSTATll l,AMAXl ),AMINll l,PHllll,PSI(I )











OPEN(2, FILE = 'scout.dat', STATUS ='OLD')
OPEN(3, FILE =·clpga.out', STATUS ::: 'OLD')























































OPEN(15, FILE ='sclnp.dat', STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(9, FILE = 'scoul.dat', STATUS = 'OLD')
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OPEN(19, FILE 'perc .mat', STATUS ='OLD1
OPEN(1S, FILE 'obi.mal', STATUS ='OL D1
OPEN(2 1, FILE 'myinp.dal', STATUS ='OLD')
OPEN(22, FILE 'myout.dal', STATUS = 'OLD1



















Z6 PII) • YXll)' Z6(1)







IF«J.GE.(l + ZO'(KR·1»)).AND.(J,LT,(17+Z0'(KR· l )))) THEN







DO 50 1 J = 1,NZ
XX = XX + ZCP (J)OZX(J)
50 1 CONTINUE
VYU = SOM - XX
WRITE(O,o)'L P, OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS',VVU





DO 55 NM '" 1,16,2
DO 60 MM = NM,SO,20
YTl =YX(l)"(ZC(NM)'ZX{MM) + YT1
60 CONTINUE
55 CONTINUE
00 65 NM '" 2,16 ,2
DO 70 MM '" NM,SO,20
YT2 = YX(1)' (ZC(NM)"ZXIMM)) + YT2
70 CONTINUE
65 CONTINUE
00 75 NM = 17,20
00 80 MM =NM,80,20
YT3 '" (ZC(NM)"ZX(MM» + YT3
80 CONTINUE
75 CONTINUE
YT4 = YX(1)"S OM
C CALL RMIXO(BBW,BBC,BBo,YX,ZTOB,AT3)
YU '" (YT1 + YT2 + YT3· YT4)""4
WAITE (' ,' )'SLOPE IS',YX(1)




IF(YU.LT .(• .OE•• »)THEN







DO 887 1= 1,8






























004430 I = 1,M
0(1) .0.0
004440 J = 1,N









OPEN(17, FILE = 'sc!np.dat'. STATUS ,. 'OLD')




















DO 730 I:: NT+l ,NT+4
ZA(KNI,II • 1.0
730 CONTINUE
00 740 I '" NT+2,NT+3
ZA(KNI,I) -: -1.0
740 CONTINUE












DO 432 1.1 ,4
D0433J=1 ,8




BBC(I) • ZX(NDI • ZX(ND + 11
NO =NO+2
BBD(I) =ZX(ND) • ZX(ND + 11
















DO 2340 I = 1,4
CBC(I) = (l. OIYX('»' BBC(I)







••••••• Addillon of twcvectors ••••••
SUBROUT INE RMATADD (A,B.C,M)
DIMENSION A(M),B(M),C(MI
0 0 4256 I = 1,M




C Subtraction of twovectors ••••••
SUBROUTINE AMATSUB (A,B,C,M)
DIMENSION A(M),B(M),C(M)
0 0 4 169 I = 1,M





DIMENSION X 1(6) ,X2(8),X3 (8),X4 (B),X5(B)
DIMENSION X6(8),X7(8),X8(0),X9(8)
DIMEN SION A(1 ,80),Y(8)
OPEN( 1, FILE = 'sclnp.dat', STATUS = 'OLD')




















00 20 I = 1,8
READ(' : )X7(1)
20 CONTINUE
00 21 1: 1,8
READ(' : )X. (I)
21 CONTINUE
00 22 1: 1,8
AEA D(l ,O)X9{1)
22 CONTINUE
0044 K : 1,8
V{K) • X1{K)+r.2(K)+X3(K)+X4{K)+X5(K)+X6(K)+X7(K)







DO 310 I =NS,NT,2




















WAITE(2:IIAI' ,J),J " ,80)
STOP
END
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